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Onomatopoeia and Metaphor*

Shizuko Tomoda
University of Arizona

O. Introduction

Japanese has a great number of onomatopoeic expressions.
The frequency of their usage in communication varies from
situation to situation. For example, the frequency in casual
speech is higher than in formal speech. Also, the usage of
onomatopoeic expressions is often found in newspaper headlines,
ads, cartoons, and novels. Particularly in these first three
cases, onomatopoeic expressions provoke vivid images. The
primary motivation for the usage of these expressions is due to
this function. The concept which a speaker or a writer has in
his mind and intends to convey to a hearer or a reader can be
precisely compressed into a single lexical item, that is, an
onomatopoeic expression.

In our communicative environment, we also find many
metaphors, metaphorical expressions, and conceptual metaphors
(see Lakoff and Johnson (1980)). Particularly with regard to the
purpose of usage or creation, we can see some similarities
between onomatopoeia and metaphor. Moreover, if we consider both
metaphor and onomatopoeia as "symbolic concepts" in a broad
sense, it is plausible to expect the existence of similarities
between them.

In this paper, I attempt to show how onomatopoeia in
Japanese applies to metaphorical extension. This paper consists
of three sections. The first section provides mainly background
information of onomatopoeia in Japanese, where the classification
and semantic function of onomatopoeia will be examined. In the
second section, I will postulate a mechanism of comprehension of
onomatopoeia based on my assumption that their exists
similarities between onomatopoeia and metaphor. Although the
postulation of a mechanism of comprehension would vary depending
on the particular theory of metaphor, I do not intend to address
any theoretical issue related to metaphor in this paper, since I

consider the paramount objective here to be strictly the
presentation of a pilot study of onomatopoeia in Japanese with
regard to metaphorical extention. In the third section, I will
present the semantic experiments performed and discuss the
results of these experiments.

1. Background

1.1 Classfication of Onomatopoeia

There are four different types of expressions which are
categorized as onomatopoeia in Japanese. <1> (1) exemplifies each
of these types.
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(1) a. Inu -ga wan wan hoete -i -ru
dog -nom bark - ing -pres

'The dog is barking bow -wow (woof- woof)'

b. Bareka -ga to -o ton ton tatai -ta
someone -nom door -acc tap -past

'Somebody tapped at the door'

c. Kare -wa gatu gatu tabe -ru
he -top eat -pres

He devours /He shovels food into his mouth'

d. Kare -wa itumo ira ira site -i -ru
he -top always do -ing -pres

'He is always irritated'

Wan wan in (la) is an expression describing the sound of a dog
barking. It corresponds to 'bow wow' (or, 'woof woof') in
English. Ton ton in (lb) describes a tapping sound or the sound
which is heard when someone knocks softly on a (wooden) door.
Gatu gatu in (lc) describes a way of eating. And ira ira in (1d)
describes a psychological state. Both wan wan and-TT-n-51M in the
examples in (1) are mimetic sounds. On the other hand, gatu gatu
and ira ira have nothing to do with the imitation of sounds.
They describe manners of situations and psychological states.
Therefore, I will simply classify onomatopoeic expressions into
two types. I will refer to one type as Sound -Onomatopoeia which
expresses a mimetic sound and the other type as Manner /State-
Onomatopoeia which expresses a manner or state of an action,
event, or psychological state. This latter type of onomatopoeia
comes about either through the semantic extension of sound
onomatopoeia, or by analogy to the Sound -Onomatopoeia expressions
which are marked mainly by reduplication.

1.2 Semantic function

In this sub -section, I will discuss the functional issue of
the usage of onomatopoeia. Many onomatopoeic expressions in
Japanese modify predicates, but they also provide a compact way
of presenting information. Consider the following examples:

(2) a. Kare -wa to -o sime -ta
he -top door -acc close -past

'He closed the door'

b. Kare -wa to -o yukkurito sime -ta
he -top door -acc slowly close -past

'He closed the door slowly'
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c. Kare -wa to -o asi -de sime-ta
he -top door -acc foot -with close -past

'He closed the door with his foot'

The example in (2a) does not provide any information as to how
the door was closed; it simply describes the action of closing
the door. The example in (2b) which contains the adverb,
ykkurito (slowly), and the example in (2c) which contains the
PP, asi -de (with foot), provide more detailed information about
the manner of closing the door. In (2), there is no lexical
item to indicate the perceptual refernce. However, this does not
mean that there is no perceptual reference available. A hearer
(or, a reader) can imagine the perceptual reference, that is, the
sound of a closing door, by virtue of the interaction of the
object to (door) and the predicate lime (close). Compare the
examples in (2) above to the following examples given in (3).

(3) a. Kare -wa to -o batan -to sime -ta
he -top door -acc close -past

'He shut the door with a loud bang'

b. Kare -wa to -o pishat -to sime -ta
he -top door -acc close -past

'He slammed the (sliding) door'

c. Kare -wa to -o gachan-to sime-ta
he -top door -acc close -past

'He slammed the door'

The examples in (3) contain Sound- Onomatopoeic expressions,
accompanied with the particle to. Therefore, a hearer (or a

reader) can obtain vivid perceptual reference. Not only are the
perceptual references provided but other sorts ofinformation are
conveyed by means of these Sound -Onomatopoeic expressions as
well. For example, pisha in (3b) tells us the type of the door,
i.e., the sliding door. Native speakers of Japanese can
intuitively distinguish the type of the door in (3a) and in (3c).

Batan in (3a) is usually the mimetic sound associated with a
wooden door, whereas gachan in (3c) is typically taken to be the
mimetic sound associated w th a (heavy) metalic door.

Next, consider the following examples:

(4) Dareka -ga aruite -i -ru
someone -nom walk -ing -pres

'Someone is walking'

(5) a. Dareka -ga kotu kotu -to aruite -i -ru
someone -nom walk -ing -pres
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b. Dareka -ga karan koron -to aruite -i -ru

c. Dareka -ga peta peta -to aruite -i -ru

d. Dareka -ga dosun dosun -to aruite -i -ru

Compared to (4), each Sound -Onomatopoeic expression in (5)

provides distinct information. In (5a), the agent, dareka
(someone), probably wears leather shoes. In (5b), the agent is
likely wearing wooden clogs. In (5c), the agent is either bare
foot or wearing something like a beach sandal. In (5d), the
agent walks heavily or is a heavy person. These Sound -
Onomatopoeic expressions seem to be semantically marked (or, they
are linked to distinct references). Consequently, if PPs, such
as kawagutu -de (with leather shoes on), Beta -de (with wooden
clogs on), and hadasi -de (bare foot) occur in (5a), (5b), and
(5c) respectively, the sentences would then be redundant. Also,
if an inappropriate reference accompanied Sound -Onomatopoeia, the
sentence would be anomalous as is indicated by (6) below.

(6) *Dareka -ga kutu -de karan koron -to aruite -i -ru
someone -nom shoes -with walk- ing -pres

Even if we suppose that the shoes are made of wood, the sentence
in (6) is somewhat awkward since the linking between karan koron
and wooden clogs is firmly marked in Japanese. In the case of
(5d), dosun dosun is associated with the concept of heaviness.
Hence, substituting dareka to something else such as an elephant
would be anomalous.

Concerning the function of onomatopoeia, another point worth
considering is that stylistic usage might possibly be involved.
It is not only that onomatopoeic expressions are quite often used
on a daily basis in conversation (consequently, a speaker tends
to use these expressions less in formal speech), but also that
they are frequently used in the newspaper headlines, ads,
cartoons and novels. Particularly in these first three cases, a

primary motivation for usage is to gain the attention of the
reader. Onomatopoeia provides the reader with compact reference.
From this characteristic point, the usage of onomatopoeia seems
to be very effective in terms of creating vivid images.
Moreover, omission of predicates in sentences which contain
onomatopoeia is allowed. And still the concept embodied in the
sentence in which the predicate is omitted is successfully
conveyed because of the functional aspect of onomatopoeia.
Examples of headlines are given in (7) and an example of an ad is
given in (8) below.

(7) a. Kaizoopisutoru jimusho -de zudon
rebuilt pistol office -in

'(He) fired the rebuilt pistol in the office'
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b. Niya niya Egawe, uha uha Tabuti, kari kari Tanizawa

'Egawa is grinning, Tabuti is satisfied, Tanizawa is
indignant'

(8) Itudemo dokodemo shaki!
anytime anywhere

'You feel refreshed anytime and anywhere'

In (7a), the predicate h osu fire) is left out. In (7b) and
(8), the predicate su ( o ) is left out. Zudon in (7a) is Sound-
Onomatopoeia and represents the sound of a gun firing. The
onomatopoeic expressions in (7b) and (8) are Manner/State-
Onomatopoeia. Niya niya, uha uha, and kari kari designate the
agents' behavior or psyChoM-g---'l state. Shaki describes the
perceptual feeling (in the mouth) after taking something that is

mint-flavored. References which are associated with these
expressions are conventionally marked. Therefore, the examples
in (7) and (8), which are not full sentences, are adequately
comprehensible with no loss of meaning.

2. Metaphorical Approach

2.1 Accidental homophone or metaphorical extension?

In the preceding section, I classified onomatopoeia in
Japanese into two types, Sound-Onomatopoeia and Manner/State-
Onomatopoeia. Interestingly enough, there are many onomatopoeic
expressions which belong to both types. (9) exemplifies such
cases.

(9) a. Mado-ga haze-dg gata gatO-to nat-ta
window-nom wind-with

-----
sound-past

'The window rattled in the wind'

b. Zisin-de ie-ga nata t tO yure-ta
earthquake-with house~nom -------' shake-past

'The house shook during the earthquake'

c. Samusa-de karada-ga gata Oatd hurUe~rW
cold-with body-nom

----'~----
shiver-pres

'I shiver with cold'

d. Kare-no-kuruma-wa gata oata da
he-gen-car-top copula

'His car is a pile of junk'
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e. Mi -mo kokoro -mo
body -also mind -also

gata gata da
copula

'I am messed up physically and psychologically'

f. Kono gakki, seiseki -ga gata gata -ni oti -ta
this semester grade -nom drop -past

'(My) grades dropped terribly this semester'

The onomatopoeic expression, gata gata, in isolation is ambiguous
since it can be regarded as either a case of Sound -Onomatopoeia
or a case of Manner /State -Onomatopoeia. However, when gata gata
is used in a certain context, the interpretation is marked. (9a)

is clearly a case of Sound -Onomatopoeia, while (9e) and (9f) are

clear cases of Manner /State- Onomatopoeia. What about (9b) -(9d)?
It would seem plausible to classify these as Manner /State-
Onomatopoeia. In (9b), gata gata designates the situation (or
manner) of a house shaking In 9c), gata gata designates the
manner of shivering with cold. In (9d), gata gata designates the
bad condition of his car. Obviously, these statements are not
associated with the representation of sounds as in (9a).
However, they do not seem quite the same as (9e) and (9f) either.
In (9b) -(9d), it is possible to imagine certain kinds of sounds
being associated with these circumstances. In (9b), the sentence
impiiesthat all kinds of hard objects inside the house move
during the earthquake. Consequently, all kinds of noises occur.
In (9c), under extremely cold temperatures, the teeth chatter and
thus there is a sound. In (9d), although not so perceptually, we
can imagine al 1 kinds of sounds from the body of a car which is
in very bad shape. On the other hand, in (9e), gata gata
describes a health condition and a psychological state, while iñ
(9f) it describes the exaggerated way in which grades drop.
There are no sounds that we can possibly imagine from these
sentences. If we attempt to apply the sentences in (9) to the
scale below, we can see a very clear transition in (9e), while
(9b) -(9d) overlap between the two extremes. The distribution of
the sentences in (9) with regard to the scale is indicated in
Figure 1 below.

9a
Manner /State -Onomatopoeia

9b 9c 9d 9e 9f

fated /V /f,//A%¡
Sound -Onoma opoeia

sound
assoc

no sound
associated

(perceptual domain) (conceptual domain)

4 Figure 1
-`

The question that should be raised now is how do we
lexically treat these onomatopoeic expressions in (9). Are they
accidental homophones? Do they have individual lexical entries?
Is it plausible to consider that, since they are
conventionalized, a separate definition for each case is listed
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In a dictionary? As shown in the Figure 1, there is a continuity
among the examples in (9). Therefore, the approach of
accidental homophones seems relatively weak. As an alternative,
I will postulate metaphorical extension in order to explain the
usage of onomatopoeia as given in (9). However, the degree of
applicability of metaphorical extension is not always the same.
For instance, as in Figure 1, the overlapped domain (9b, 9c, and
9d) does not require dramatic extension from the perceptual
domain (9a) since we can see a certain continuity with relative
clarity. Particularly, between (9a) and (9b), the degree of
extension seems to be very slight. On the other hand, the
process of linking the perceptual domain (9a) and the conceptual
domain (9e and 9f) requires a high degree of extension. A more
detailed process of metaphorical extension will be discussed in
the following sub -section.

2.2 Mechanism for comprehending onomatopoeic expressions

The issue of the definition of metaphor, the usage of
metaphors, the mechanism of interpreting metaphors, and other
consequential matters have been addressed in the literature from
linguistic, philosophical and psychological viewpoints. I will
not enter into the discussion of these issues in this paper;
however, I will adopt a general concept of metaphor. Then I will
attempt to link onomatopoeia to the concept of metaphor and
postulate a mechanism for comprehending onomatopoeic expressions
in Japanese based on the notion of metaphorical extension.

If an utterance contains a metaphor or if an utterance
itself is a metaphorical statement, it is obviously not literal.
It implies something else, or it evokes some conceptual
reference. When it is semantically or pragmatically anomalous, a

hearer can possibly recognize the metaphor. Compared to dead
metaphors whose interpretations are conventionalized,
interpretation of live metaphors may vary from speaker to speaker
(or, from hearer to hearer) since personal experience, cultural
background or individual imagery influence how he /she interprets
them.

Let me return to the .examples of onomatopoeic expressions
given in (9) in the preceding sub -section. Suppose gata gata in
(9a),which is Sound -Onomatopoeia,is literal. Assuming it to be
the case, we face a contradiction since the rest of examples in
(9) are Manner /State- Onomatopoeia. As a possible resolution to
this contradiction, we can refer to gata gata in the case of
Manner /State -Onomatopoeia as being non -- literal. I am not
implying that onomatopoeia is a metaphor, but rather that we can
utilize the notion of metaphorical extension to link gata gata in
the case of Sound -Onomatopoeia to that of the case of
Manner /State -Onomatopoeia. Sound -Onomatopoeia is, by nature,
perceptual, so it is concretely understood. Manner /State-
Onomatopoeia is not perceptual but rather conceptual. Thus it is
abstract to a certain extent as far as we are concerned with the
cases of onomatopbeia. We can find similar examples in terms of
the notion of perception among dead metaphors, such as, 'He is
cold.', 'He is hot.', 'He has a warm heart.' and 'Don't get
hot.' In these examples, we are obviously not measuring the
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temperature. If these adjectives, cold /hot /warm, are used when a
speaker is describing the temperature of water, the
interpretation will be literal. In any event, there is a

semantic shift from the (literal) perceptual level to the (non -
literal) conceptual level. This is exactly parallel to the case
of onomatopoeia in terms of the transition from the concrete to
the abstract.

Brown (1 958) claims that there may exist sound -meaning
linkage. Sound -Onomatopoeia is not a representation of actual
sound but is, rather, a symbolized description of sound.
Extending Brown's claim, there seems to be a symbol -reference
linkage, and the appropriate domain of application for a
particular onomatopoeic expression with respect to the domain of
reference seems crucial for the process of comprehension of a
sentence which contains an onomatopoeic expression. In other
words, appropriate symbolic implications by virtue of sense
attributes play a crucial role in the interpretation,
particularly in the case of Manner /State -Onomatopoeia. To make
this clearer, let us consider the domain of reference for gata
gata in (9). Gata gata, which corresponds to 'rattle rattle-"r7
English, symbolizes a rattling sound. Any object which is

associated with rattling must be hard. So it could be a window,
wooden toys, drawers of a desk, and so on. Consequently, if the
appropriate domain of application is violated, a sentence will be
unacceptable as shown in (10).

(10) *Makura -ga gata gata -to oto -o tate -ta
pillow -nom sound -acc make -past

'The pillow made a rattling sound'

Makura (pillow) does not possess this sense attribute, that is,
'hard'. It does not belong to the domain of reference and thus
this lexical item does not satisfy the appropriate application to
the onomatopoeia gata gata. Another feature in the domain of
reference is the action of 'shaking'. This feature applies to
(9a) -(9d). The adjective 'shaky' is related morphological ly and
semantically to the verb 'shake'. Also, the semantic feature of
'shaky' can be applied to (9d) and (9e). There seems to be a

metaphorical extension between these two examples, while there is
a dramatic extension occurring in (9f). However, we can still
find a conceptual metaphor in (9f), which describes something
collapsing. Figure 2, below, is a graphic summary of my assumptior
designed to account for the linkage between Sound -Onomatopoeia
and Manner /Sound -Onomatopoeia.
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¡Sound-
Onomatopoeia

Sound Image

Domain of \(Imagery(/ Manner /State
reference Onomatopoeia
-- __ - - -. "Metapho-
'Concrete' rical
objects Extension"

-- >Characteristics
Attributes -----

Figure 2

If Sound -Onomatopoeia is conventionalized, it has a distinct

eference. Also, if Manner /State -Onomatopoeia is

conventionalized, the linkage to Imagery is marked. Metaphorical

e xtension occurs in the process of linking the Domain of

Reference and Imagery. Any characteristics or attributes of an

object which exist in Domain of Reference also contribute to the
process of linking. Sound Images may be obtained from Sound -

Onomatopoeia. This Sound Image can then be linked to the
properties of the characteristics or attributes. For example,
the 'hard' sound image evokes 'hardness' of an object, which is
an attribute of that object. Moreover, the manner of
articulation, which is possibly interrelated with Sound Image,
may be one of the indirect contributors to metaphorical
extension. It is not surprising that this mechanism is very
similar to the process of comprehending a metaphor. For

example, by referring to animal metaphors, a certain aspect of
the character of a particular animal is the focus. The focused
aspect is a crucial cue in interpreting the metaphor. This is

symbolic implication.
New onomatopoeic expressions are created. In this case, it

seems that sound images or phonetic symbols come decisively into
play. For example, /k/ represents 'hard' images. /m/ and /n/
represent 'sticky' or 'wet' images. /s/ represents an image of
something hissing or leaking. Moreover, the voiced /voiceless
distinction can be linked to an image of sound; light vs. heavy,
shallow vs. deep and so on. It is assumed that a speaker chooses
the image of a sound and applies it intuitively to the creation
of an onomatopoeic expression. When such an image is shared by a
hearer, the conveyed meaning will be carried over. Another
possibility to insure the success of comprehension of a new
onomatopoeia is that the speaker or hearer looks for a cue among
the conventional ized onomatopoeia which are phonetically
similar. Further, the properties of the remainder of the
sentence, that is, the semantic properties of the noun or nouns

(e.g., concrete /abstract noun, animate /non- animate), the
morphological properties of the noun or nouns (e.g.,
singular /plural), and the semantic properties of the predicate
(e.g., stative /non -stative and motion verb) provide cues for

comprehension. In other words, the context tells us what the
speaker means.

To sum up, the interrelation between Sound -Onomatopoeia and
Manner /State- Onomatopoeia can be viewed by virtue of extension
ia metaphor. The mechanism of comprehending a sentence which
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contains Manner /State -Onomatopoeia seems to resemble the case of
comprehending a metaphor.

3. Semantic Experiments

3.1 Tasks

In the preceding section, I postulated a mechanism for
comprehending onomatopoeia in Japanese, assuming the similarity
between onomatopoeia in Japanese and metaphor. I also claimed
that metaphorical extension is crucially involved in the
process of comprehending onomatopoeia. In this section, I will
present the semantic experiments I conducted at the University of
Arizona in 1983. The main purpose of doing these experiments was
to test the validity of my assumption as well as the mechanism of
comprehending onomatopoeia in Japanese which I postulated. I

tested ten Japanese native speakers. <2> In these experiments, I

used twenty onomatopoeic expressions which could be both Sound -
Onomatopoeia and Manner /State- Onomatopoeia. The selection of
these expressions was random. I performed five experiments and
the same twenty expressions were used in each. The summary of
five experiments is stated below.

Experiment I: Each onomatopoeic expression was pronounced
by the native speaker (myself). Then the
subjects were asked what image they
perceived from the sound of each expression.

Experiment II: Each onomatopoeic expression was pronounced
by the native speaker (myself). Then the
subjects were asked what object (or item)
they perceived from the sound of each
expression.

Experiment III: The subjects were asked whether each noun
phrase containing an onomatopoeic
expression was acceptable or not. The
noun phrases which I presented were
restricted to describe personality or a
type of person. Then if the subjects found
the noun phrases acceptable, they were asked
to explain to what type of person they were
referring.

Experiment IV: The subjects were asked about the degree of
acceptability of each sentence which con-
tained an onomatopoeic expression as a
modifier.

Experiment V: The subjects were asked whether or not they
accepted each sentence which contained
an onomatopoeic expression, and what their
interpretation of each sentence was.
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3.2 Predictions

Before performing the semantic experiments, I made two
predictions based on the characteristics of onomatopoeia in
Japanese and my assumption mentioned in section 2. First, I

predicted that there should be some consistency among the native
speakers of Japanese in the results of Experiment I and
Experiment II, since the twenty onomatopoeic expressions which
were tested as Sound -Onomatopoeia are conventional. Then, we can
recognize that there is certain linkage between the features of
sound images and obejects via the characteristics of the objects
or sense attributes. Secondly, I predicted that if the native
speaker of Japanese judged the noun phrases and the sentences,
which contained onomatopoeic expression, to be acceptable, they
would comprehend these phrases and sentences by virtue of
metaphorical extension. In other words, some metaphorical
extension from one dimension (i.e., Sound -Onomatopoeia) to the
other dimension (i.e., Manner /State -Onomatopoeia) is definitely
involved in their process of comprehension. Experiments III, IV,
and V were performed in order to determine whether or not the
second prediction would be supported.

3.3 Results and remarks

Twenty onomatopoeic expressions which were selected at
random are given in (11) below. I utilized the definitions of
the onomatopoeic expressions as Sound -Onomatopoeia which are
listed in Giongo -Gitaigo Jiten (Onomatopoeia Dictionary) edited
by Asano (1978), with some slight modification. The English
translations of the definitions are my own.

(11) onomatopoeia definition English
counterpart

1. Baba Baba sound of sopping wet rattle/flapping
cloth or cold wet flopping
cloth

2. kari kari sound of scratching scratch /crunchy
or biting into a hard
object /crunch food

3. gishi gishi sound of creaking/ creak
creaking noise such
as a floor, a door
and so on

4. kucha kucha

5. kero kero

sound of eating mushy chomp /slurp /smack
or soft food or chew-
ing gum

sound of frog croak /ribbett
croaking
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6. kochi kochi sound of metal or clunk /clink
stone hitting some-
thing softly

7. saa(t -to) sound of moving swish
quickly (human being
or animal)

8. zawa zawa sound of rustling rustle
leaves

9. shaa shaa sound of water stream- whoosh
ing (out of a hose)

10. jiri jiri sound of a (school) ring
bell

il. suu suu sound of air whistl- sssssss
ing through an opening/
hiss of gas leaking

12. chara chara sound of coins jingl- jingle
ing

13. choro choro sound of water trickl- trickle
ing

14. don don sound of drum /banging boom /bang
a hard object

15. bari bari sound of removing a tape crackle /rasp
from a wall or biting
crunchy food

16. pishi(t -to) sound of branch breaking crack /snap
or snap of whip

17. buku buku babbling noise blup

18. boo sound of fog horn b00000

19. musha musha sound of someone chewing chomp
with a full mouth

20. wa(t -to) sound of an exclamation oh
of surprise

The r e s u l t s of Experiment I and Experiment I I are given in
(12). The number in each bracket indicates the number of
subjects who gave that response. In the cases where the total
number of responses is fewer than ten, it is because I did not
receive an answer, or the answers were not sufficiently concise.
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(12) Experiment I anad II: Sound Images and Objects
perceived l the subjects

Image Ob 'ects
1. big /wide[4], loose[4], heavy[1] shoes (too iq ], pants (too

big)[3], loose woman[2],
pig[1]

2. hard[4], dry[2], square[1], crunch food[7], animal (cat or
mad[1],light[1],thin[1] mouse scratching something)[3]

3.tight[5], old /cheap[3],heavy[1] something made from wood such
as floor, door, house[10]

4. dirty[5], crunchy[2], wet[2],
square[1]

5. light[3], cute[2], cheap[2],
clear[1], slippery[1]

6. hard[9], square[1]

7. cool/cold[3], fast[1], slippery
[1], far[1]

8.noisy[7],dark[1],cold[1]

9. refresh[2], light[2], cold[1]

10. hot[6], irritating[4]

chewing gum[4], paper[2],
cooked rice[1], child[1],
shirt[1]

frog[8], toy[1], kid[1]

clock[5], ice[4]

wave[4], wind[3], stream[2]

forest /plain /bush[6], crowd[3]

water /urine[6], car in the
rain[1]

sun[5], bell[2], fire[1],
cooking with oil[1], eye -
brow[1]

11. cool/cold[7], clear[1], quite[1] wind[3], opening[3], gas[1],
fart[1]

12.insincere/fickle[5], light[2], coin[5],ring[2],young woman
stupid[1], joyful[1], dry[1] [2], chain[1]

13. small/few[7], dirty[1], cool[1], water[9], downy hair[1]
soft[1]

14. heavy[5], noisy[3], powerful[1], drum[6], door[4]
a lot[1]

15. hard[4],dry[2],fast[1],open
[1], a lot[1], serious[1]

16. pain[6], sharp[2],cold[1],

rice cake[4], engine[2],
starched shirt[1], paper[1]

whip[4], glass door[3], branch
[1], ice[1],parents' voice[1]

17. fat /heavy[3], sinking[2], ugly babble[4], tube[1], diver[1]
[2], round[1] the drowned[1]
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18. undependable[3], hot[1], gloomy fog horn[8]
[1], heavy[1], far[1]

19. irritating[4], dirty[3], sticky food[5], hair[2], grass[2]
[1], light[1]

20. surprised[6], end[1], light[1], person (who is surprised or
round[1], mad[1] makes someone else surprised)

[6], haunted house[1], jack -
in- the- box[1], pronunciation
practice[1]

In Experiments I and II, most cases indicate a significant
consistency among the subjects in both the sound image and
objects. Moreover, most of the responses correspond to the
definitions given in (11). However, since the expressions were
given to the subjects without context, there was some variety of
response. Its seems logical to assume that subject's individual
experience may have caused such a variation. Since the expres-
sions used in the experiments are conventionalized, most of the
time the subjects seemed to link these expressions to
the respective conventionalized meanings. Thus, semantic
features whichare associated with these onomatopoeic expressions
seem to be more influential than pure sound image.

The results of Experiment III are given in (13) below. The
number in each parenthesis indicates how many subjects judged the
noun phrase to be acceptable. The number in each bracket on the
right -side indicates the number of subjects who gave that
response.

(13) Results of Experimentlll

Noun Phrases

1. Baba gabs si -ta hito (4)
do -past person

2. karï karisi-tahito (10)

Type ofperson who the
subjects refer to

loose woman[2], a man of coarse
fiber[1], fat person[1]

touchy person[7],quick temper[3]

3. gishi gishi si -ta hito (6) serious person[2], person who is
hard to deal with[3], careful
person[1]

4. kucha kucha si -ta hito (2) a good housewife -type woman[1],
a person chewing gum[1]

5. kero kero si -ta hito (5) open- hearted person[2], optimis-
tic person[2], poker- faced[1]

6.kochikochisi -ta hito (7) serious person[2], nervous
person[1], touchy person[1],
inflexible person[1], coward[1]

7. shaat -to si -ta hito (1) open- hearted person[1]
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8. zawazawasi-tahito(7)
9. shaa shaa si-ta hito (7)

uneasy person[4], noisy person[3]
person who cannot be trusted[2],
insincere person[3], conceited
person[1], cunning person[1]

10. jiri jiri si -ta hito (1) lackadaisical person[1]

11. suu suu si -ta hito (0) none

12. chara chara si -ta hito (9) flashy person[5], person who
looks undignified[4]

13. choro choro si -ta hito (9) uneasy person[8], person who
works hard[1]

14. don don si -ta hit (0) none

15. bari bari si -ta hito (5) energetic person[3], punk[1],
greedy person[1]

16. pichit -to si -ta hito (9) punctilious person[6], indepen-
dent person[2], serious person
[1]

17. buku buku si -ta hito (9) (very) fat person[9]

18. boo -to si -ta hito (10) careless person[4], person who
is thinking something deeply[2],
person who is absent minded[3],
person who is tired[1]

19. musha musha si -ta hito (1) irritated person[1]

20. wat -to si -ta hito (4) huge person[1], unpredictable
person[1], flashy person[1],
joyous person[1]

The onomatopoeic expressions in the noun phrases are
Manner /State- Onomatopoeia. The noun phrases in 2, 3, 6, 8, 17,
and 18 show intuitive connections between sound images in
Experiment III and the descriptions of the type of person given
by the subjects. However, in 9, 12, 13, and 16, in spite of a
high degree of acceptability, these noun phrases do not indicate
any connection between the sound images and the descriptions
given.

The results of Experiment IV are given in (14) below. In
the parentheses, the left -most number indicates the number of
subjects who judged the sentence to be perfectly acceptable. The
number in the middle indicates the number of subjects who judged
the sentence to sound somewhat peculiar but sti l l acceptable.
The right -most number indicates the number of subjects who judged
the sentence to be completely unacceptable.
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(14) Sentences used in Experiment IV and the results

1. Okane -qa gaba gaba mooikat -ta (8/1/1)
money -nom gain -past

'I made a lot of money'

2. Beekon -o kari kari -ni yai -ta (9/1/0)
bacon -acc fry -past

'I fried the bacon until it was crisp'

3. Siken -de eitango -o gisi gisi tumekon -da (3/5/2)
exam -because e.v. -acc stuff -past

'I stuffed my head with English vocabulary because of
the exam'

4. Kao -o kucha kucha -ni site naite -i -ru (9/1/0)
face -acc do cry -ing -pres

'He is crying, making a face'

5. Kare- wakerokero -sita kao -de uso-o tuk -u (0/7/3)
do -past face -with lie -acc tell -pres

'He lies expressionlessly'

6. Intabyuu -de kochi kochi -ni natte-i-ru (10/0/0)
interview -in become- ing -pres

'He is very nervous during interviews'

7. Saat -to sinbun -ni me -o toos -u (10/0/0)
newspaper -in eye -acc pass -pres

'I quickly skim the newspaper'

8. Zawa zawa samuke-ga su-ru (1/1/8)
chill-nom do-pres

'I feel a chill creeping through my body'

9. Shaa shaa -to hito -o damas -u (5/4/1)
person -acc cheat -pres

'He makes no scruples about lying'

10. Manatu no taiyoo -ga jirijiri- toterituke -ru (10/0/0)
midsummer gen. sun -nom blaze -pres

'The midsummer sun blazes'
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11. Asimoto -ga suu suu su -ru (10 /0 /0)
feet -nom do -pres

'I feel the cold in my feet'

12. Chara chara -to mekasikonde -i -ru (3/6/1)
dress up-ing -pres

'She is flashy'

13. Kyakuasi -wa choro choro desu (4/6/0)
customer -top copula

'We have a few customers'

14. Hazukasigara -naide don don hanasite kudasai (10 /0 /0)

be shy -neg talk please

'Please speak without hesitation'

15. Kare -wa bari bari hatarak -u (9/1/0)
he -top work -pres

'He works energetically'

16. Sutoraiku -o pishit -to kime -ru (8/2/0)
strike -acc make -pres

'(He) throws a perfect strike'

17. Saikin buku buku futotte -ki -ta (10 /0 /0)

recently fat -become -past

'I've been getting fat recently'

18. Nebusoku -de atama -ga boo -to site -i -ru (10/0/0)
lack of sleep -because head -nom do -ing -pres

'I am a sleepy head because of lack of sleep'

19. Ki -ga musha musha site -i -ru (5/3/2)
feeling -nom do -ing -pres

'I am irritated'

20. Fan -ga wat -to osikake -ru (9/1/0)
fan -nom throng -pres

'Many fans throng (the theater)'

The following sentences, given in (15), were used in
Experiment V. These contain onomatopoeic expressions that may
violate selectional restriction. They were constructed in order
to test their acceptability, and to see if speakers give a
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consistent interpretation of them (if they are acceptable). The
corresponding sentences without the onomatopoeic expressions are
given on the right with their English translations. The results
of Experiment V are given in (16). The number in each
parenthesis indicates the number of the subjects who accepted the
sentences. The number in each bracket indicates the number of
the subjects who gave that response.

(15) Sentences used in Experiment V

1. Penki -o Baba gaba nu -ru / Penki -o nu -ru
paint -acc paint -pres

'(I) paint (house)'

2. Kari kari -to hanasi -o su -ru / Hanasi-o su -ru

'(I) talk'

3. Nishin -wa abura -ga gisi gisi site -i -ru / Nishin-wa
herring -top

aburagitte -i -ru
put on fat -ing -pres

'Herring is put on fat'

4. Jinsei -o kucha kucha -ni ayum -u / Jinsei-o ayum -u
life -acc walk -pres

'(I) spend (my) life'

5. Kero kero -to sumasite -i -ru / Sumasite -i -ru
look prim -ing -pres

'(He) looks prim'

6. Kochi kochi -to aruk-u / Aruk-u
walk -pres

'(He) walks'

7. Saat -to aruk -u / Aruk -u
walk -pres

'(He) walks'

8. Zawa zawa hakike -ga su -ru / Hakike -ga su -ru

nausea -nom do -pres

'I feel nausea'
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9. Kanojo-wa shaa shaa-to kikazatte-i-ru / Kanojo-wa
she-top

kikazatte-i-ru
dressup-ing-pres

'She is dressed up'

10. Zazen -de jiri jiri -to suwar-u I Zazen -de suwar -u
Zen -in sit -pres

'(I) sit in Zen (meditation)'

11. Anata- no- hanasi -wa suu suu site -i -ru / Anata -no- hanasi
you -gen -talk

'your talk'

12. Chara chara -to hito -o damas -u / Hito -o damas -u
person -acc cheat -pres

'I deceive people'

13. Isogashi -i keredomo deito -mo chocho -to su -ru /

Ishogashi -i keredomo deito -mo su -ru

busy -pres although date -also do -pres

'I also date although I am busy'

14. Kare -wa don don ikite -i -ru / Kare -wa ikite-i-ru
he -top live -ing -pres

'He lives'

15. Bari bari monku -o i -u / Monku-o i -u

complain -acc say -pres

'(I) complain'

16. Pishit -to ne -ru / Ne -ru
sleep -pres

'I sleep'

17. Keiki -ga buku buku -to hukurete -ki -ta /

Keiki -ga hukurete-ki-ta
cake -nom rise -com -past

'The cake is beginning to rise'

18. Aruki tukarete, asi -ga boo -to site -ru 1

Aruki tukarete, asi -ga tukare -ta
walk tired leg -nom get tired -past

'I am tired from walking and my legs are tired'
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19. Musha musha -to kuruma -o unten su -ru to abuna -i /

Kuruma -o unten su -ru to abuna -i
car -acc drive do -pres if dangerous -pres

'If you drive a car, it is dangerous'

20. Kare -no- itte -i -ru koto -ga wat -to wakat -ta /

Kare -no- itte -i -ru koto -ga wakat-ta
he -gen- say- ing -pres thing -nom understand -past

'I understood what he was saying'

1.

2.

(16) The results of Experiment V

number of the

interpretation
subjects who accepted

the sentences

(7)

(4)

pa i nt too much (and roughly) [7 ]

speak in irritating manner[3], talk
in anger[1]

3. (2) oily[1], not oily[1]

4. (0) none

5. (3) pretending that he /she did not do
something bad, or pretending that
he /she did not lie[3]

6. (2) nervous walk[1], stiff[1]

7. (9) walk quickly[7], walk quietly[2]

8. (1) gradually feel nausea[1]

9. (5) dress up inappropriately[4],
flashily[1]

10. (2) irritating[1], feet are asleep[1]

11. (0) none

12. (6) make no scruples about lying[6]

13. (5) date very occasionally[4], date
often[1]

14. (2) live energetically[2]

15. (7) complain without hesitating a lot[7]
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16.

17.

18.
19.

20.

go to bed punctually[2], sleep very
well[1]

risewithbubbles[3],risetoo much[1]
no definition[1]

legs are so tired[4]
very irritating[1]

understand suddenly or finally[3]

In Experiment V, I attempted to determine whether or not the
subjects could extend the usage of onomatopoeic expressions given
in Experiment IV. As I mentioned in section I, onomatopoeic
expressions have marked semantic features. Therefore, the
selectional restrictions determine what lexical item (or items)
they can cooccur with. If the selectional restrictions are
iolated, the sentence will be unacceptable. Otherwise the

meaning of the sentences may not be literal. If this is the
case, the sentence may contain a metaphor. In the case of
onomatopoeia, metaphorical extension applies so long as the
sentence is comprehensible. Although, as indicated by the
results of Experiment V, the acceptability of the sentences was
not so great in general due to the violation of selectional
restrictions, we can still see consistency among the results to a
certain extent.

As we can see in the results of Experiments III, IV, and V,
the degree of acceptability of the noun phrases and the sentences
aries from case to case. These observations imply that the

context also influences the comprehension of the phrases and
sentences which contain a Manner /State -Onomatopoeic expression.

As predicted, the results of the five experiments indicate
there is a certain consistency of response among the subjects who
were tested. Although in some cases there was a wide range of
interpretation or sound images, such a result is predictable
since individual intuitive perception, experiences, and contexts
influence the subjects' comprehension and imagery. Yet, by
irtue of the application of metaphorical extension, we can see

the linkage between Sound- Onomatopoeia and Manner /State-
Onomatopoeia. Moreover, by the utilization of metaphorical
extension, the subjects seemed to create similarity between the
marked reference and the applied reference. <3> However, it
should be noted that further empirical evidence is required in
order to substantiate this assumption.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, I have discussed several features which
indicate similarities between onomatopoeia in Japanese and
metaphor. Although these features do not constitute an
e xhaustive listing, they enable us to take a new view of
onomatopoeia in Japanese. Thus, I have attempted to show that
the comprehension of onomatopoeia implies metaphorical extension.
This metaphorical extension is crucial to the transition process
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from Sound -Onomatopoeia to Manner /State -Onomatopoeia.
Subsequently, I have attempted to postulate a mechanism for the
comprehension of onomatopoeia, which is approximately parallel to
that of comprehending metaphor, by assumption. Finally the
results of the semantic experiments, as shown in the third
section, demonstrate that there is a bridge between onomatopoeia
and metaphor, particularily in terms of comprehension.
Footnotes

*I would like to thank Adrienne Lehrer, Don Baily and Heizo
Nakajima for their suggestions, comments and criticisms of
earlier versions of this paper. Any remaining errors are my own.
Thanks also to the people who cooperated with me as informants
for the semantic experiments.

1. In Tamori (1982), onomatopoeic expressions in Japanese are
classified into the following three types: 1) phonomimes which
imitate sounds, 2) phenomimes which describe manner or appearance
of situations, and 3) psychomimes which are intended mainly to
express one's internal feelings. The examples in (la) and (lb)
correspond to the first type. The example in (lc) corresponds to
the second type, while the example in (1d) corresponds to the
third type.

2. All these native speakers of Japanese have been in the United
States for less than three years.

3. Johnson and Lakoff (1980) claim that metaphor creates
similarity.
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